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ABSTRACT
Providing explanations based on user reviews in recommender sys-
tems (RS) can increase users’ perception of system transparency.
While static explanations are dominant, interactive explanatory ap-
proaches have emerged in explainable artificial intelligence (XAI),
so that users are more likely to examine system decisions and get
more arguments supporting system assertions. However, little at-
tention has been paid to conversational approaches for explanations
targeting end users. In this paper we explore how to design a con-
versational interface to provide explanations in a review-based RS,
and present the results of a Wizard of Oz (WoOz) study that pro-
vided insights into the type of questions users might ask in such a
context, as well as their perception of a system simulating such a
dialog. Consequently, we propose a dialog management policy and
user intents for explainable review-based RS, taking as an example
the hotels domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Customer reviews have been increasingly used for explaining de-
cisions made by recommender systems (RS), due to their wealth
of detailed information on positive and negative aspects of items,
which cannot be obtained directly from ratings. Although review-
based explanations can be useful in improving the perception of
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efficacy and trust in RS, these are almost always presented in a
static manner, often as an aggregation of opinions, limiting users in
exploring the diverse views and arguments expressed in the reviews.
On the other hand, interactive methods may positively influence
user perception of RS [22], by allowing the user to request, for exam-
ple, further elaboration of the claims made by the system. However,
explanatory methods that allow users to scrutinize and customize
explanations through interaction are largely unexplored, or lack
sufficient empirical evidence [56]. Additionally, most interactive
approaches in RS and, in a wider scope, in explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI), are based on point and click options. However,
recent developments in natural language processing (NLP) and nat-
ural language generation (NLG) enable a more flexible interaction,
where users could indicate, in their own words, their explanation
needs.

In particular, we aim to explore the feasibility and implications
of using conversational approaches to explanations in review-based
RS, and in particular the use of conversational agents (CA), given
their ability to enable two-way natural language communication,
opening up the range of possible questions a user can ask the system,
which could contribute to a better understanding and acceptance
of explanations by users, as prescribed by conceptual models of
explanation based on dialogue [23, 62]. Although user interfaces
inspired by human-to-human conversation have been developed
and used for a long time to assist users in a wide range of tasks
[46], little is known about how a CA should be conceptualized or
designed in the context of XAI, and in particular, in explainable RS.
Thus, we aim to explore:

RQ1: How to design a dialog management policy to implement
a CA with explanatory purposes in review-based RS?

In this paper, we focus on the analysis of conversation patterns
within an explanatory process. In this regard, [43] have drawn
attention to the social and communicative aspect of explanation
(“someone explains something to someone” [23]) and how an inter-
active and conversational approach could contribute to increasing
user understanding in XAI approaches. While a general theoretical
model of explainable recommendations has not yet been estab-
lished, we propose to analyze explanations through the lens of
argumentation theory. A first category of argumentation models
seeks to define logical structures containing assertions, supporting
evidence, refutations, among others [7]. A second category involves
dialectical approaches [63], focusing on the exchange of arguments
and supporting (or contradictory) information within a dialogue
between two parties.

Thus, our goal is to explore the modeling of explanations in
review-based RS as an argumentative dialogue, and how this can be
facilitated by a conversational user interface. However, the above
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requires a close understanding of how a user would formulate
questions in this particular setting. Particularly we aim to answer:

RQ2: How do review-based RS users communicate their expla-
nation needs using a CA?

To this end, we conducted a WoOz study [26], taking as an ex-
ample the hotels domain, since it represents an interesting mix
between search goods (with attributes on which complete infor-
mation can be found before purchase [49]) and experience goods
(which cannot be fully known until purchase [49]). Such a product
evaluation could benefit from third-party opinions [27, 49], po-
tentially rich in argumentative information that can be used for
explanatory purposes in RS. The results of our analysis provided
a basis to formulate a dialog management policy for explainable
review-based RS, and to draw attention to the challenges involved
in implementing such an approach. The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a dialog management policy for explanations as
conversational argumentation in review-based RS, inspired
by dialog models and argument theories.

• We modeled the intents that can be used for the implementa-
tion of a CA for explanatory purposes in the hotels domain,
based on a WoOz study, and analyzed to what extent follow-
up questions were formulated.

• Participants’ perception of a simulated system was evaluated
in terms of system transparency, trust and effectiveness, as
well as satisfaction with the explanation, sufficiency, confi-
dence and persuasiveness.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Review-based and argumentative

explanations
Explanations can bring several benefits to RS, by increasing users’
perception of transparency, effectiveness, and trust [58]. Review-
based explanatory RS integrate ratings and reviews to generate both
predictions and explanations (e.g. [6, 64, 68]), usually presented
as summaries of the positive and negative opinions on different
aspects (e.g. [48]). Moreover, exploitation of reviews can facilitate
the generation of argumentative explanations, [20], in which system
claims (user will find a recommended item useful) are supported
by evidence found and consolidated from reviews.

While argumentative approaches have already been applied to
explanations, these are mainly based on the static display of the
arguments, as in [4, 11, 20, 30, 66], where little can be done to
indicate to the system that additional information is still needed
to fully understand and accept the explanations. In contrast, in-
teractive and conversational approaches to explanations seek to
grant users further control over explanatory components [22, 56],
in order to promote a better understanding of the rationale behind
system predictions, based on the idea of an exchange of questions
and answers between the user and the system, as would occur in a
human explanatory conversation [43].

2.2 Conversational explanations
Accordingly, formal explanation dialogues have been conceptually
formulated as theoretical support to the design of conversational

explanation approaches [2, 14, 39, 54, 60]. Interactive and conver-
sational explanations have been already addressed in the field of
explainable artificial intelligence (XAI), although to a much lesser
extent compared to static explanations [1], and mostly focused on
the influence that features or data points have on machine learn-
ing predictions. For example, [56] proposed a system that provides
explanations as an interactive dialogue that resembles a natural
language conversation supporting why-questions, to facilitate the
understanding of machine learning classification outcomes, e.g.
the rejection of a credit loan. However, this approach differs from
ours in that we use non-discrete and non-categorical sources of
information, subjective in nature and unstructured, which are nev-
ertheless rich in arguments that can be used to answer questions
of a subjective nature. Similarly, [54] defined a protocol to provide
conversational argumentative explanations in RS, however it re-
stricts the possible user interactions to a limited set of possible
questions a user may ask, while we explore possibilities for users
to express their explanatory needs in their own words. Finally,
despite the potential benefit of using dialog models to increase
users’ understanding of intelligent systems [43, 65], their practical
implementation in RS (and in XAI in general) still lacks sufficient
empirical evaluation [39, 43, 56], thus, it is still unclear how conver-
sational explanatory interfaces should be conceived and designed,
so that they actually improve users’ perception of RS.

Consequently, we set out in this paper to explore the design of a
dialog management policy for conversational explanations in RS,
exploiting the potential benefits of a dialog system (particularly a
CA or chatbot), where users can indicate their explanatory needs
in their own words, in the form of questions. Our work differs
from the traditional approach to CA in the hotel domain, which
focuses on processes like customer service and booking assistance
[10], and to conversational RS (e.g. [13, 67]) which aim to collect
user preferences to generate recommendations through dialog. We
aim, on the other hand, to explore the implications and effects of
using CA to explain RS rationale, which remains largely unexplored
[24]. A model of social explanations for movie recommendations
was proposed by [51], in one of the few works on the subject.
However, according to their approach, it is the system who leads
the conversation, providing justifications for recommendations
even when they are not explicitly requested by the user, whereas
according to our proposal, the user would have the active role,
being enabled to ask the questions that lead to an argumentation
by the system.

2.3 Question answering (QA)
Our work is closely related to QA systems, which aim to answer
questions posed by users in natural language, by using techniques
like information retrieval (IR) or NLP, on various types of web
documents or in knowledge bases. While most of QA systems are
designed to respond factoid, definition, or list questions by offering
excerpts from documents or list of items consistent with user’s
query, much less work has been devoted to advanced “how-to”,
“why”, evaluative, comparative, and opinion questions [34, 44], that
require usually the aggregation and comparison of multiple items
over different pieces of information. Lipton [35] defines explanation
as an answer to a why-question , however, other types of questions
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can also be answered by explanations, i.e. how? what? [43], the
latter being one that could be answered with a factoid sentence, for
which we aim to support both factoid and advanced question types.
Additionally, and in contrast to the common QA approach where
the system replies to a series of standalone questions, interactive
QA involves a dialog interface enabling related, follow-up and
clarification questions [53].

Nevertheless, our approach differs from most QA methods, es-
pecially those based on IR, because in our case, responses should
not be generated solely on the basis of information sources, but
should be consistent and reflect the mechanism used to generate the
recommendations. Additionally, to answer complex questions (e.g.,
"why"), our approach involves a focus on the most relevant aspects
for users, to provide concise and relevant statements that aggregate
information from different reviews. To this end, our approach relies
on the user profile inferred by the RS algorithm, especially when
no explicit features are addressed in users’ questions. On the other
hand, implicit user preferences are not taken into account in most
QA approaches, which stems from their use of IR methods, where
the relevance of a document is estimated based on how much its
content is related to the query [45]. Additionally, we propose to fol-
low an argumentative explanation structure to generate responses,
which could improve users’ perception of RS, as evidenced using the
interactive, although not fully conversational approach proposed
by[22]. Although argumentation has already been exploited in QA
[47], it has been mostly used to extract high quality answers by
means of argument mining, whereas very few approaches exploit
argumentation as a way of presenting explanations in response to
user queries [3].

2.4 Users’ utterances on explanation needs
The design of adequate conversational explanations requires a
proper understanding of possible user requests [33], which may
vary according to the type of application, the context and user
characteristics. [32] collected a dataset consisting of written con-
versations between humans with a movie recommendation goal,
however, no explanatory inquiries like "Why do you recommend
X?” are addressed . Furthermore, [8] collected a QA dataset for
several domains (including hotels), which can be used to generate
answers not limited to factoid questions, but also to subjective ones
(e.g. “How is it the location?”). However, questions and answers
only address one item at a time, leaving out comparison queries;
moreover, the dataset is not oriented as such to an explanatory
dialogue. On the other hand, [33] noted that a question-oriented
framework offers a feasible way to conceive interactive explana-
tions, and proposed a XAI question bank, consisting of inquiries
that users might typically ask about AI algorithms. However, as it
is the case for most XAI interactive approaches, this question bank
was intended for explanation needs of users with expert knowl-
edge in AI, whereas no similar question bank definition has been
developed, to our knowledge, for end users and, in particular, for
RS. Consequently, we conducted a user study using the WoOz [26]
method, to capture the possible questions users would ask in the
context of RS explanations, particularly in the hotel domain.

2.5 WoOz paradigm
WoOz studies allow for the incremental design of conversational
interfaces, and involve the simulation of a human-machine interac-
tion, in which a member of the research team (thewizard) simulates
the response actions of the system, through a computer-mediated
interface, a technique that has been widely adopted for HCI proto-
typing [15, 40]. The use of this type of technique allows to validate
how users would interact with a conversational interface, and to
evaluate the feasibility of dialog based systems that have not yet
been fully implemented, as was done for example by [53] to design
an open domain interactive QA system, or by [5] for the design of
a conversational framework to support recipe recommendation.

3 EXPLANATIONS AS CONVERSATION
Our proposal is based on previous work reported in [22], where the
effect of different levels of interactivity for accessing explanatory in-
formation was tested, without considering a CA perspective as such.
Such approach was inspired by dialog-based explanation models
[39, 61, 62] and the argumentative scheme by [19], and regards an
explanation as an interactive argumentation, that is, an explanation
consisting of a cyclic sequence of argumentation attempts made by
the system in response to argument requests made by the user, as a
way to challenge or critique system argumentation, or to inquire
for further arguments, using why, what, or how-questions (Figure
1). Argumentation attempts include premises (a general reason to
accept a claim that a recommended item is worthy to be chosen)
and backing (specific information or additional evidence to support
the claim, e.g. percentage of positive opinions about an aspect),
among others.

Figure 1: Simplified scheme for explanations as interactive
argumentation in review-based RS [22].

Despite the positive perception by users of a system that imple-
mented such a scheme, its components were not directly derived
from observed natural human conversation, leading to the follow-
ing constraints: 1) it only offers answers to a limited set of questions,
2) it does not consider comparative questions, e.g. “why is X bet-
ter than Y?”, 3) nor factoid questions, e.g. “does this hotel include
breakfast?”, 4) nor questions regarding users’ own profile, or algo-
rithm details. In consequence, we extended this scheme to support
a wider range of questions that could be written by users in their
own words, and used it as basis for the valid moves of the wizard
in our study (Figure 2). Refutation and rebuttal components from
proposal in [22] were left out from current proposal, for the sake of
brevity of responses by the system (following guidelines by [46]),
and will be evaluated in future work.
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Figure 2: Scheme for conversational explanations used in WoOz experiment. Blue boxes represent utterances by the system,
green boxes the utterances by users.

4 USER STUDY
We conducted a WoOz study to explore how users would express
their explanatory needs, to a CA in a review-based RS, with hotels
as an example domain. All subjects were assigned to the same exper-
imental condition, and were instructed to interact with the RS, and
to write their questions about the reasons for the recommendations,
which were replied by the wizard (played by our main researcher).
We used the scheme described in the previous section (Fig 2), as
the guideline for the wizard, aiming to portray a structured con-
versation similar across participants. Particularly, we hypothesize
that users will ask questions of the types why?, how?, and what?,
as well as factoid, comparative, and evaluative questions, at the
feature level as well as at the general level. Further details about
the study are described below.

4.1 Participants
We recruited 20 participants (10 female, mean age 34.65 and range
between 20 and 69) through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We re-
stricted the execution of the task to workers located in the U.S, with
a HIT (Human Intelligence Task) approval rate greater than 98%,
and a number of HITs approved greater than 500. Participants were
informed in consent form and instructions about payment rejec-
tion (if no effective interaction with the system) which could be
checked using system logs, and responses to validation questions in
questionnaires (e.g. “recommendations were based on: Opinions of
celebrities, True/False”, “The purpose of this question is to check at-
tentiveness, please mark Disagree”). We discarded participants with
less than 5 (out of 7) correct answers, or no effective interaction with

the wizard. The responses of 12 of the 32 initial participants were
then discarded for a final sample of 20 subjects. Participants were
rewarded with $2 plus a bonus up to $0.40 depending on the quality
of their response to the question “Why did you choose this hotel?”
set at the end of the survey, aiming to achieve a more motivated
choice by the participants, and to encourage an effective interac-
tion with the system. Time devoted to the task by participants (in
minutes): M=12.99, SD= 2.24.

4.2 Procedure
We informed participants that a list of hotels reflecting the results
of a hypothetical search and within the same price range would be
presented (i.e no filters to search hotels were offered), and that they
could consult the general hotel information (photos, reviews, etc.,
by clicking on "Info Hotel"), but also freely enter any question of
interest about one or more hotels in the chat box located on the right
of the hotel list. We underlined that the chat box was designed to
explain the reasons for the recommendations, in order to prevent the
user from asking questions about other processes, such as booking
assistance. We presented a cover story, to establish a common
starting point in terms of travel motivation, asking participants to
imagine the planning of a vacation trip, as in pre-COVID19 times,
and that they had to decide which hotel to stay at. We requested
the 5 most important hotel aspects to the participant, ranked in
order of importance, to calculate personalized recommendations.
We then presented the system showing a list of 6 recommended
hotels (sorted by predicted recommendation score) and the “chat-
box” (Figure 3). A debrief was provided at the end, indicating the
main objective of the study.
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4.3 Ethic concerns
The WoOz technique relies on deception: participants are supposed
to believe they are interacting with a system, so researchers can
have a better perception of what users would do when interacting
with a real machine. Such a set up raises some ethical concerns given
the necessary deception [15]. Following guidance from [17, 50, 57],
we took the following actions to mitigate negative effects due to
the study deception:

• We avoided an explicit mention of a “full automated” system
or chatbot, instead we referred to a “chat box”, where they
could type their questions.

• We disclosed in the debrief that the responses were written
by a human, and that the participants could request for the
withdrawal of their responses in case they consider that the
procedure went against their expectations, with payment
being processed anyway.

• The main study researcher played the wizard, following a
pre-established dialog flow, to avoid statements out of project
scope that could harm or make participants uncomfortable.

4.4 Dataset and implemented system
Dataset. We used the ArguAna dataset [59], (hotel reviews and
ratings from TripAdvisor; sentiment and explicit features annotated
sentence wise), and the aspect annotation done by [22], in order to
provide aspect based arguments.

Explainable RS. We used the review-based RS developed by
[22], which implements the matrix factorization model proposed
by [68], in combination with sentiment-based aspect detection
methods, using the state of art NLP model BERT [16].

Conversational interface.We used Flask-SocketIO, a Socket.IO
integration for Flask applications [18], to allow communication be-
tween participants and the wizard. Figure 3 depicts the interface
presented to participants

Support system. To obtain the desired benefits, the wizard had
to produce responses as fast and consistently as possible, so that
users still feel they were interacting with a machine. This can only
be achieved if the wizard uses a suitable support system [15], that
provides, beyond canned sentences, appropriate answers consistent
with participants preferences and the information they can obtain
in their own system view. Thus, we added a module to the RS to
quickly generate the answers, so the wizard could copy and paste
them in the conversational interface.

Personalization mechanism: To reduce implications of the
cold start problem [55] (system does not have enough information
about the user to generate an adequate profile and thus, personal-
ized recommendations), participants were asked for their aspects
of most importance, and the RS selected the user with the highest
preference similarity within the rating matrix of the RS algorithm
to generate predictions.

4.5 Questionnaires
System perception. We evaluated system perception based on ex-
planatory aims defined by Tintarev [58]. We focused on the subset
effectiveness and trust, for which a significant effect of interactive
options to explain was found in [22], and on transparency, and
on transparency, for which an effect of conversational features

is expected, as predicted by the dialogue models of explanation
[62]. We utilized items for transparency [52] (user understands
why items were recommended), effectiveness [28] (internal relia-
bility Cronbach’s α = 0.94, system is useful and helps the user to
make better choices), and trust [42] (α = 0.92, user trusts system
recommendations).

Explanations perception. We used single items from [29],
which involve aspects related to explanations rather than the over-
all system: explanation confidence (user is confident that she/he
would like the recommended item), explanation satisfaction (user
would enjoy a system if recommendations are presented this way),
and persuasiveness (explanations are convincing), and from [22]
for sufficiency (explanations provided are sufficient to make a deci-
sion). All items were measured with a 1-5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly
disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

4.6 Data Analysis
We first manually classified utterances into categories: questions
and no-questions, the latter including e.g. greetings or gratitude
statements. We categorized every question according to the di-
mensions: scope, comparison, assessment and detail, following an
inductive category formation [41], i.e. we started with one category
and benchmarked each question against the criteria of the category.
Following that, we either classified the question into the existing
category or created a new one. This step involved two independent
annotators, who came to a Cohen’s kappa = 0.91, almost perfect
agreement intercoder reliability [31].

We checked whether questions were standalone questions, or
follow-up questions, validating the presence of anaphoras (“a lin-
guistic form whose full meaning can only be recovered by reference
to the context”) and ellipsis (“an omission of part of the sentence,
resulting in a sentence with no verbal phrase”) [53]. We used crite-
ria from [53] and [9] to classify anaphoras (pronoun or possessive
adjective, and noun phrase anaphora), and ellipsis.

Finally, we evaluated questions according to the feasibility of
their automated response, and classified them according to possible
methods that could be used to do so.

5 RESULTS
We collected a total of 20 dialogues and 105 utterances (M=5.20
utterances per participant, SD=2.48). 81 of the utterances were
questions (M=4.05 questions per participant, SD=2.14). The average
question length is 46.70 characters (SD=30.86). We observed that
the conversations adhered to the explanatory objective, and not to
other purposes, such as, booking process.

5.1 Intents and entities
We identified that users’ intents could be classified into two main
types: domain-related intents (regarding hotels and their features),
and system-related intents (regarding the algorithm, or the sys-
tem input). In turn, domain-related intents could be categorized
according to the following dimensions:

• Scope: Whether the question refers to a single item (single),
a limited list of items (tuple), or to no particular item (indefi-
nite).
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Figure 3: User interface presented to participants in WoOz study.

• Comparison: Whether the question is (comparative) or not
(non-comparative). We adopt the comparative sentence defi-
nition by [25] “expresses a relation based on similarities or
differences of more than one object”, including superlatives
and relations like “greater” or “less than”.

• Assessment: Whether the question refers to the existence
or characteristics of item features (factoid), to a subjective
assessment of the item or its features (evaluation), or to
system reasons to recommend an item (why-recommended).

• Detail: Whether the question inquires for an specific aspect
or feature (aspect), or for the overall item (overall).

Consequently, the intent of a single domain question could be
defined as a combination of the 4 dimensions. Table 1 contains
examples for every dimension / value, Figure 4 depicts the distribu-
tion of questions regarding every dimension, and Table 2 contains
examples of intents, and their frequency in the collected utterances.
It is important to note that all but one of the questions could be
correctly classified as system-related intent, namely: “why are there
so few reviews?”.

Figure 4: Distribution of questions according to each dimen-
sion of domain-related intents.

All questions of domain intent regarded the entities: hotel and
hotel feature.

5.2 Follow-up questions
Figure 5 shows the distribution of standalone and follow-up ques-
tions. A special case are inquiries that could work as both types.
Such is the case for comparative questions under the value “In-
definite” of dimension scope, which may refer to the best among
all possible options (e.g. “which is the best hotel?”) or, if a subset
of options was previously discussed, as a follow-up, (e.g. “I am
choosing between the Riley and the Evelyn. Which is the best hotel
overall?”).

Additionally, Figure 5b shows the distribution of follow-up ques-
tion types: pronoun or possessive adjective anaphoras (e.g. “ I’m
looking for facts about current internet service - is it unchanged
or upgraded?”), noun phrase anaphora (e.g. “When was the last
time the Hotel underwent a remodel?), and ellipsis (e.g. “what are
the checking in times for hotel owen? and hotel evelyn?”). We
noted that pronouns and noun phrases in anaphoras referred only
to hotels names or hotel features.

Moreover, 11% of utterances contained non-question sentences
aiming to establish a context for a subsequent question, e.g. “I like
the ambiance of the Hotel Evelyn, how were the reviews for that?”.
Finally, only 2.4% of utterances contained more than one question.

Figure 5: Distribution of follow-up questions.

5.3 Methods for generating answers
The number of questions that could be answered with different
types of methods is shown in Figure 6. Some could be replied by
using several methods, e.g. “How close is Hotel Julian to the city
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Table 1: Example of domain-related intents classified by dimension.

Dimension Value Question is about Example
Scope Single A specific item How is the food at Hotel Evelyn?

Tuple Two or more items Are either hotel owen or evelyn near station?
Indefinite No specific item (s) Which hotel has the best views?

Comparison Comparative Relation of similarities or differences
of more than one object.

what is difference between hotel evelyn and hotel james?
Which hotel has the best views?

Non-comp No comparison How close is Hotel Owen to the subway?
Assessment Factoid Facts, item having features or not Does Hotel Owen have TV service?

Evaluation
.

How hotel is evaluated (subjectively)
Which hotel/feature is better/best

How is the food at Hotel Evelyn?
Which hotel has the best view?

Why-recomm Reasons of recommendations Why is Hotel Julian my top recommendation?
Detail Aspect A specific aspect or feature Why is it Hotel Julian in a good location?

Overall No specific aspect or feature How good is hotel Julian?

Table 2: Most frequent domain intents (combination of dimensions values) sorted by number of questions per intent (desc.)

Scope Comparison Assessment Detail Example # Qs Type of initial response
Single Non-comp Factoid Aspect Does Hotel Julian have a pool? 29 Y/N or value

Single Non-comp Why-recomm Overall Why is Hotel Julian my top
recommendation? 14 Because [Argument backing]

Single Non-comp Evaluation Aspect How is the food at
Hotel Evelyn? 8 [Argument claim],

because [Argument backing]

Indefinite Comparative Evaluation Aspect Which hotel has the best
customer service? 7 Hotel X, because [Argument

backing]

Indefinite Non-comp Factoid Aspect Do any of the hotels provide
free breakfast? 6 Y/N or value

Tuple Non-comp Factoid Aspect what are the checking in times
for hotel owen and hotel evelyn? 4 Y/N or value

Indefinite Comparative Evaluation Overall Which hotel has the best
reviews? 4 Hotel X,

because [Argument backing]

Indefinite Non-comp Evaluation Aspect what rooms would be good for
parents with children? 3 Hotel X,

because [Argument backing]

Tuple Comparative Evaluation Overall What is difference between hotel
evelyn and hotel james? 2 Hotel X has better comments

on [feature x] and [feature y].

centre?” could be replied both using hotel metadata, or a QAmethod
to retrieve answers from users comments. Additionally, according
to our proposed scheme, a question like “How is the food at Hotel
Evelyn?” could be replied by presenting an aggregation of opinions,
and by providing an example of such opinions extracted from re-
views. Finally, 17% of the questions could not be directly replied to
by any of our contemplated methods, e.g. “how was the price of the
hotel decided?”, given that price is not decided directly by the RS.
Although we intended to provide approximate answers to questions
such as "Has Hotel Evelyn made any upgrades to its internet/wi-fi
service since some of its reviews were written?", such as "X% of
customers reported positive opinions about wi-fi", it may not be
enough to satisfy very curious users, as in this case, where we got
the counter-response: "That doesn’t answer my question".

Figure 6: Number of questions that could be responded by
different types of methods.

5.4 Perception of system and explanations by
users

Figure 7 shows the distribution of users’ perception, and the distri-
bution of topics addressed in suggestions and comments provided
by participants at the end of the study, in their own words.
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Figure 7: Kernel density estimates of participants’ scores for perception of system (left) and explanations (middle); higher
score values indicate a more positive perception. Distribution of comments and suggestions from participants (right)

6 DISCUSSION
Suitability of the approach.We consider that our proposed scheme
and the WoOz study setup have been useful and effective for our
purpose of exploring the use of CA to explainable review-based RS,
given the predominantly positive perception of RS and its explana-
tion by participants - especially in terms of effectiveness and trust
-, and the observation that collected conversations adhered to the
explanatory objective as expected, i.e. no questions regarding other
processes were asked, like hotel booking.

Moreover, we observed that users actively expressed their needs
for explanation, taking the lead in formulating their own questions
(not expecting the system to choose what to explain) and chal-
lenging the system’s attempts at argumentation when the answers
provided did not satisfy their need. We believe that an implementa-
tion of our dialog management policy might contribute to a better
perception of the RS, in comparison to interfaces providing only
static explanations, or interactive but with a very limited set of
possible questions to be answered, since 1) it allows for greater
active control (voluntary actions that can influence the user experi-
ence [36]), which might be beneficial in environments involving
information needs and a clear goal in mind [36], and 2) the two-
way communication enabled, which might contribute to a better
acceptance and understanding of arguments, as predicted by dialog
models of explanation [23, 62].

Types of questions. As expected, participants asked both fac-
toid questions and evaluative and why-recommended questions.
Although not handled by the method our work is based on (matrix
factorization model that integrates reviews [68]), the input from
factoid questions could be handled as wish conditions, and lead to
changes in recommendations’ appearance (highlighting those that
match the desired conditions) or to recalculate recommendations’
ranking, as is done in critique-based RS. This has been proven to
be beneficial to user experience [12, 37, 38], thus we believe it may
also be useful to integrate it into our approach, once the factoid
response does not remain a flat answer for a single item, but can
be applied to the entire set of options, to facilitate comparisons to
make a final decision.

Comparing our collected inquiries with the prototypical ques-
tions from XAI question bank by [33], we found that their why-
questions had a similar objective to the our why-recommended: to

ask for reasons why certain predictions have been provided. How-
ever, we also observed substantial differences in regard to other
types of questions:

• Input questions (e.g. “what kind of data does the system
learn from?”) were asked only once in our study.

• No questions were asked about output (e.g., "what does the
system output mean")

• Neither on performance (e.g. “how accurate or reliable are
predictions?”).

• We noted that how-questions asked mostly "how the opin-
ions are" rather than asking about the overall logic of the
system.

• No "What if?" questions were asked. However, factoid ques-
tions might implicitly ask such questions (e.g. “Which hotel
has a gym?” could be considered as "what if the system takes
into account that ’gym’ is an important feature to me?").

These differences could be explained by the context of the task to
be performed, and the type of users involved (general public vs. AI
experts). However, it was somehow surprising to us that all but one
of the questions referred to the system itself, its algorithm, or the
input used for predictions. We believe that this may have been due
to:

• Usersmight have perceived that the recommendationsmatched
their preferences and that they had generally positive opin-
ions, i.e., they did not receive very strange recommendations
that raised their suspicions.

• Decisions in the chosen domain (hotels) are not as sensitive
as in the medical or credit lending domains, where under-
standing the system logic or input influencing the prediction
is critical to the acceptance of the system arguments.

• The perspective and opinion of others might be more rele-
vant than details about their own inferred profile, as reported
by [21] for opinionated explanations in a hotel RS, which
seems to be the case when evaluating experience goods like
hotels, a process characterized by a greater reliance on word-
of-mouth [27, 49]. .

In regard to the scope dimension, we observed a dominance of
single item questions. Although some authors consider that expla-
nations mainly respond to contrast questions ("why P rather than
Q?") [23, 35, 43], we observed that the comparative questions with
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Figure 8: Proposed dialog management policy for conversational explanations in review-based RS

non-explicit items to be compared (indefinite) clearly outnumber
those that do make them explicit (tuple). This involves an impor-
tant implementation challenge, given that the methods proposed to
answer this type of questions, and which are capable of processing
several opinions on multiple items, are very scarce [44]. Further-
more, it should be noted that many of these questions also did not
indicate specific features for evaluation (the fourth most frequent
type of intention, see Table 2), so not only calculating the answer
is challenging, but also how to communicate it briefly.

In this regard, we observed that while most of the questions were
aspect-based utterances, an important portion also asked for over-
all assessment of the hotel(s). Here, an adequate balance must be
maintained between relevance of the response (information about
user’s preferred features should be provided) and brevity. Guide-
lines from [46] recommend responding with concise utterances
in the first place, and then enable the possibility to expand the
information if needed, which could be facilitated by providing the
option to choose specific aspects to dive into further details. System
could also use this implicit indication of preferences to recalculate
recommendations, as discussed for factoid questions.

Additionally, as expected, users not only generated standalone
questions, but also follow-up questions, which confirms our expec-
tation that an interactive QA approach would be appropriate to
keep track of context and previously referred entities. Although
creating a system able to respond to all possible questions is yet
unrealistic [46], we suggest acknowledging "the system cannot an-
swer this question" when the exact request cannot be answered.
However, we suggest enabling the option of getting a response on
a related feature, provided that the questioned aspect is within a

reasonable range of similarity to those addressed by the system (e.g.
“criminality rate” is related to the aspect “safety”).

Finally and based on our observations, we adapted the scheme
for interactive RS explanations proposed by [22], and extended it
to support conversational argumentation, as well as system actions
that could be triggered during the conversation. Figure 8 shows the
proposed dialog management policy.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we have explored the design of a dialog management
policy for explanations as conversational argumentation in review-
based RS, conducted a WoOz study to assess the types of questions
users might ask, and modeled user intents that could be used for
the implementation of an explanatory CA in a hotel RS.

While the results obtained allowed us to gain a first insight into
the type of questions that users would ask in the context under
study, we acknowledge that a larger sample of participants would
allow us to establish with more certainty the range of possible
questions and reactions to the system’s responses by users. Thus,
we plan as future work, to continue with the implementation of
the proposed methods for both automatic recognition of intents
and generation of responses, as well as the implementation of the
proposed policy within a dialog system, so that conversations can
be collected on a larger scale. The above would also allow us to
assess users’ perception of the proposed solution, as compared, for
example, to RS with static, or interactive but non-conversational
explanations.
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